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EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN: AN EXPLANATION

The Minister of Labour and National Service has had his attention drawn

to the statements widely circulated in the press this morning to the effect that

a firm in the Birmingham area were being prevented from engaging women workers

except through the Employment Exchanges.

The Minister wishes to point out that the firm in question, being engaged
in the Engineering Industry, is subject to the provisions of the Restriction on

Engagement Order, which prohibit the engagement of workpeople except through

the machinery of the Exchanges or through Trade Unions. This Order was made

under the authority given to the Minister by Parliament and at the urgent request
of both sides of Industry in view of the serious dislocation to production and

labour supply caused by the unrestricted competition for labour resulting in

poaching and uncontrolled movement of workers between jobs. The Minister regards
as most serious any contravention of this Order and would take appropriate steps

against any firm attempting such action.

The result of accepting what this particular firm is suggesting would

inevitably mean a wholesale return to uncontrolledcompetition for labour. The

available supply of labour is allocated to firms by the Ministry of Labour and

National Service in accordance with general Government policy on a system of

preferences decided in consultation with all the Departments responsible for

production. It is essential that these preferences should be observed and the

Restriction on Engagement Order is a means to that end.

With the coming into operation of the Employment of Women (Control of

Engagement) Order 1942 on the 16th February last, a new situation in regard to the

restriction on engagement of women arose. In order to place engineering

employers on an equal footing with employers in less essential industries the

Minister proposed at the meeting of the Joint Consultative Committee, held on

19th February last, that a direction should be issued under Article 4 of the

Restriction on Engagement Order, exempting employers in the industries concerned

from the provisions of that Order in so far as the engagement of women is

concerned. The control of the engagement of women in the engineering industry

as in all other industries would then be exercised only under the new Employment
of Women (Control of Engagement) Order. After consultation with the Committee,
at that and the following meeting of 10th March, the Minister decided to act on

his proposal. A direction will be issued accordingly.

In putting forward this proposal the Minister made it clear that it was his

intention in due course to extend the Employment of Women (Control of Engagement)
Order to cover higher age groups. That Order is at present restricted to the

employment of women between the ages of 20 and 30.
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